
Discover a 
world of inspiration 

with Explorer jewelry.

EXPLORE
your style

Explorer by Traditions™ Jewelry
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



1. With a globe pendant (attached to a clasp that’s 
    attached to the center chain link), coin charms and  
    DIY bead charms, you’re ready for every day’s adventure.
2. Double the focal pieces, double the charm. Cut the chain to attach the  
    pocket watch to the center, then add DIY bead clusters and a filigree  
    connector wherever you please.
3. A simply stunning necklace in two steps:  
    1) Cut the chain at the center link and use jump rings to attach a hammered ring. 
    2) Use jump rings to attach desired charms.
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4. When it’s jewelry-making time, don’t be afraid to break all the      
    rules—or to break the chain. Here, we separated the chain at   
    even intervals to add crystal connectors.
5. Naturally beautiful in a snap? Leaf pendants + bead charms   
    (attached to the pendants’ existing loops) + ear wires.
6. We filled the pendant with gear charms, glued on a galaxy
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cabochon, and added beads for this steampunk-meets-space 
piece. Because anything goes when you’re exploring the world 
of DIY jewelry.
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1. When the how-to is as simple as add 
    charms and beads to a wear-ready   
    bracelet, the style can be as out-of-this- 
    world as you like. 
2. What do you get when you combine       
    a spaceship pendant with galaxy   
    connectors (dangled from the necklace  
    on a separate length of chain)? A piece  
    you’ll love to the moon and back.
3. Pile on the trinkets—like arrows, mini  
    compasses and connector rings—for a  
    piece that will guide you to the height  
    of fashion.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


